CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

Tract or Survey No. 3

County  TILLAMOOK

Corner  #964

CORNER DIAMON

Closing Corner

DESK BEARING TREES OR OTHER OFFICIAL ACCESSORIES FOUND

M. Whitmore, 1957 found orig. post with scribe mk's.

2. 26" fir, s. 67° W., 46 ft. MDK. CCT6SR9W86BT.

DESCRIBE CORNER LOCATION RELATIVE TO NEAR-BY FEATURES, ALSO HOW TO REACH CORNER

I found bt's as recorded. The orig. post is decayed. I set 2x2 pitch slab.
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Date 7/10/52

REV. 65 5

Leonard Whitmore Forestry tech. Timber

4-18-68

REWITNESS

I set

Post N.W.

Hat Section S.E.

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS: Backside of front in blank

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

DATE:

PHOTO #:

= County corner tag affixed.

LIFENOWOK COMPLETE BOUNDARY TITLE